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Abstract

Neither current nor greatly improvedSST projects
conceivablein the futurewill be able to compete
with subsonic jets in the economy-classmarket with-
out enormous losses or subsidies,even if no re-
strictionsare imposed on overland flights. Opera-
tion at about first-classfares will also be gross-
ly uneconomic,and at such fares SSTs, operating
mainly over the oceans, can only take over at most
half of the small long-hauloversea first-classmar-
ket and a quite insignificantportion of the eco-
nomy-classmarket. The main reason for the defi-
cient economics is the much higher purchase price
per seat. The exceedinglyhigh cost/benefitratio
appears to make the SSTs unjustifiedeven if they
had no adverse environmentaleffects. Minimum re-
quirements for their introductionare (a) that
they are forbidden to fly supersonicallyover land,
(b) that they comply with airportnoise standards
for subsonic aircraft, and (c) that it has been
proved that no adverse effects result from sonic
booms over sea, cosmic radiationor exhaust emission
in the stratosphere.

1. Introduction

For any new and costly technologicalenterprise
of internationalscope to be justified there must,
in the first place, be a great real need for it,
i.e. the benefits must be considerablein relation
to the cost. Secondly, the operation economicsof
the enterprisemust be beyond doubt. This is parti-
cularly important if the activity causes adverse
environmentaleffects because then the profitabili-
ty must be so good that the social "diseconomics"
can be paid for out of the profit. The need for and
operationeconomics of current and future SST pro-
jects will thereforebe the main subjects of this
paper.

The analysis are based on the presumption that
civil supersonicflight is not inevitable. The
opposite assumption- in particular that the "point
of no return" has been reached because some Con-
corde aircraft have recentlybeen ordered - would be
biased and hence unscientific. Surely, an objective
judgment of the justificationof the SST, the social
costs of which might be found either to be totally
unacceptableper se or to more than outweigh its
benefits, can only be made on the basic presumption
that mankind has still a free choice to determine
whether or not, or on what conditions,this means
of transportationshould be introduced.

x This work was supportedby the Swedish Board for
TechnicalDevelopment.
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II. The Need for the SST

All since the outset the SST proponentshave
maintained that the benefits of flying SSTs instead
of subsonic jets would be about equally as great as
the tremendousbenefits of the transition from the
piston aircraft to the jets. In both cases, it is
alleged with little variation the "journey time is
halved" and historicallythis causes "a great up-
surge in trade" or has "a major positive influence
on travellinghabits".(1)

From the very beginningof my criticism of the
SST I have opposed this allegationof proportiona-
lity between benefits and reduction in travel
time(2-5)but apparentlywith no or little effect.
Allegations that the travel time is halved and that
therefore the SST is "enormouslyattractive"are
still persistentlyrepeated. (6-7) This makes it
imperative to analyse these questions in even more
detail than before because they are fundamental
for the need for the SST.

Firstly, the door-to-doortravel time is not
halved. It is only reducedby 20 to 35 percent
(dependingupon trip distance)because of the long
ground times. Secondly, and even more important,
the human body and soul do not respond to percentage 
reductions in journey time; what is felt is the ab-
solute travel time in hours! And the time gain by
current SSTs would be only 3 to 3 1/2 hours on the
longest distances they can fly, some 3,500 miles,
see Fig. 1. As this gain is merely half of the 6 to

Fig. 1. Illustrationof the impairment in
"comfort per hour" and the rapidly decreasing
time gains with flight speeds exceedingMach 1.
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7 hours saved by the jets over the pistons, the be-

nefit of the SST, measured in hours, is only half

cf the benefit of the previous large increase in

cruise speed.

In reality, however, the SST/subsonic-jet benefit

is, in fact, for many additional reasons rather in-

significant, even on long flights:

It was, cf course, the last about b h,urs of

a 3,500-mile piston flight of some 13 hours that

were the most tiresome because of the long duration,

and the unpleasantness and tiring effect was en-
hanced by the high vibration and noise in the cabin

of piston aircraft and, still further, by frequert

occasions of bumpy weather at the low cruise alti-

tude of these aircraft. Consequently, the elimina-



tion by the jet ot these h last "piston hours", c.g.

over the Atlantic, was an enormous improvement which

would have no equivalence whatsoever if SSTs are fg

replace subsonic jets.

Next we should compare the smoothness ef

flights in SSTs, subsonic jets and piston aircraft.

Also in this respect remarkable allegations are

still being made. A spokesman for Boeing states:

The time gain of a couple ot hours ne. tht SSk

might, of course, nevertheless he attractive to

some hurried husinessmer, but so is the spaciousness

of the wide-bodied jets to the majority of passen-

gers. And quite a few businessmen use the flight

for effective work with no interference by phone

calls, etc.

The "thrill of flying faster than sound" has been

advertised as a plus hut mary passengers will cer-

tainly be more content with the less exciting sub-

sonic. speeds.

The speed advantage of the SST will also be

questioned for a further reason, namely the great

difference in local time between the two ends of

most longhaul routes, e.g. over the Atlantic where

5 gr more ore-hour time zones are crissed. Most

passengers will urdoubtedly find the time gain by  
the SST  of a fee.- ISCATCSrather _pointless as it nor-

mally takes several PAYS to adjust te the new local  
time, in particular as regards sleep, and be

fully fit again for work or teurism. As a result

the spaciousness and other advartages of the wide-

bodied jets will to an increased extent be regard-

ed as a greater plus than the time gain by the SST.

"This sane lead-factor preference for the SST, For all these reasons the passeneers- SST-or-
as compared tc subsonic jets, has been used in subscnic choice at equal fares has to a great extent
the economic assessmc.nt (for the SST) hecarse we been :educed trd a matter of taste.

see the same factors present (as fcr the transi-

tion from pistons to jets). Half the flight That this is so was clearly confirmed by the
time, the airplane flying at very high altitude,. Iltar•poll ecith nearly doc,e00 passengers made by
out of the weather, and a much smoother ride." °-') less than 2r, percent "favored the 747"

over the S.ed - sad 1,=, percent "made no choice or
Disregarding the fallacy ef implied benefits due answer" - because they considered tire jumbo jet

to percentage reductions in journey time the L.Wi, "more comtnrtabl,", "say ro need of getting to
further poirts are also erroneous. Both the subs,— destinatt,a are. fastci", "enjoy longer flight time"

	

•

ntc and fhe SST fly ab,ve most et the-7-7,7eatrcr", er "prefir speed". Another set ot replies
providing ..ery smoeth tides x, also hecause e indieated a .elST preference split at equal fares
both relieved from the high vibration are cable of about 40/hu.
noise in piston aircraft.

3. The fact that subsonic tlights, thanks to fre

jets, have become quiet, smooth and reasonably sherti

in duration can hardly be overemphasized. It matins

that the time cri board is NO longer a "loss" th the

average passenger - as the SSI propnents rill LA%t

US Lo believe - because it can he pleasantly used

for eating, reading, taking snap or enjoying a

movie, etc., occupations that are considered a plus

, lite wheh perlot: on the ground.

x
Fhere might be a slight difference in cruise

smeothness ire way or the other: As the SST flies

higher than the subsonic jet its encounters ceith

"weather" (cumulonimbus clouds, clear air gusts,

etc.) are probably even more rare hut they might

instead result ifl greater accelerations ard thus he

more upsettirg than are such encounters for subso-

nit passengers. More important, however, the SST

will likely be subjected tr- much greater "weather

bumpiness" at low altitudes where turbulence is far

more frequent: Because the SST is more sensitive

to the increases in fuel consumption and flight time

that would be caused by circumnavigating turbu-

lence (e.g. thunderstorms) in the regions of the

normal subsonic climb and descent flight paths, SSTs

will have to fly through regions of considerable

turbulence more otter than subscnics.

It ulc te ohservea that the einc-ditference

a,carc, was appareftly net taken let, account ir

this SPA poll. If it had been, the preference

splits wculd likely have heen more favorable for

the subsonics. The irturtaht matter is, towever,

rk t. the aceuracv c: LLt preferer,e splits - all

Gallup pelts al, sl.;,,cteo to uncertainties - but

the highly signit;cant revelation that increaseo

sneed is r, loneer taken for granted as the nurler

Jae censirfaa

To !-.1.17U, , we are facihg aH entirely nev situa-

tioe. In the first Lime in the history of aylatirn 
there is in longer a _great need for a further big 

increase la speed. ssr proponents use to tell me

that It s net,: blrt the eemand that is

impertart for the ec,r,mite, of the SST. I disagree.

Admittealy, the. SST/subsoric preference at equal

tares mrght !'e as high as, say, 70/30, en some long

I-tures, yielding a cersiderable demand. But it

right .1:so be nujr lower, say, 30/70. The pendulum

ceuld swehg eitner way. Hie important fact is tlw,t

whenever the need is insignificant or marginal there  

is e, • sound ehrutrete ha!iic

reliable economics. It has, in fact, been a terri-

fic ganhli - with hill:ors of dollars - to rely,

in the prediction for SS: economics, on speculative

extrapolations of experience in the past that

"passengers always fleck fo the fastest aircraft".
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One thing should be obvious:The need being
marginal at equal fares, the demand for the SST can
only be great and reliable in the long run if its
operation costs are lower than for competingsub-
sonics so that the SST fares can be set below sub-
sonic economy-classfares. This was, in fact,
what was expected some 10 to 12 years ago, as ever
since 1945 each new generationof aircraft has
proved to be significantlycheaper to operate, re-
sulting in continous reductionsin fares at con-
stant money value.(10) IATA demanded in one of its
"Ten Requirements"for the SST that "SST seat mile
costs must be equal to or better than those of sub-
sonic jets...".(ll)

FL
f ns

F L
ne



(2)

f Fns/Fne Nominal SST fare surcharge ratio

Fne = Nominal subsoniceconomy-classfare rate

1 = Ls/L = Load factor ratio

Two specific SurchargeNumber concepts are intro-
duced: The Required SurchargeNumber


III. Operation Economics of the SST

TheoreticalAnalyses


(f
1,(FnsLs)----• —
'reqFne L

req
(2a)

In commonly used methods for calculatingopera-
tion costs for subsonic and supersonictransport
aircraft a great number of parametersare included
which are all given absolutevalues. A new method
for comparing the economicsof supersonicand com-
peting subsonic jets was developed in (12). The
basic idea is that it is preferable,because it
yields greater reliabilityand accuracy, to study
the ratios between the values of the most signifi-
cant parametersgoverning the econamics,the SST
parametersbeing related to a representativesub-
sonic "camparisonaircraft".

Even though this method is relativelysimple it
would be impossible to describe it in sufficient
detail in a brief paper. Thereforeonly the high-
lights of the method will be presented. The rea-
sons for the detailed assumptionsare found in (12)•

The yearly return on investmentresulting from
operationof one aircraft, subsonicor SST, is de-
fined as the differencebetween revenue and costs
divided by the purchase price, thus


and the Obtained SurchargeNumber


(f • 1)obt =
Fne

Fnas - Applied nominal SST fare rate

SST load factor obtained at F
s obt = nas

Eqs. (1) and (2b) yield the following equation
for the Obtained Return on InvestmentRatio:

(R )obt11:717 - 1

Rs Ms/M (f- 1)obt y/(D/Ds) - Cs/C
(3)

P = I/S - Aircraft purchase price per seat

Ps/P - Price per seat ratio, in particular on the
basis of number of "effective"seats, see
below

F
nas

Ls obt
(2b)

R(M S L FnD - M S C)/I
M /M - Effective aircraftmileage ratio, or "pro-

(1)ductivity ratio", for one seat in the two
types of aircraft

R - Yearly return on investment

M = Effective aircraftmileage per year computed
as the sum of great-circledistances flown
between city pairs

S = Number of seats per aircraft,in particular
number of "effective"seats, see below

L = Load factor, i.e. proportionoccupied seats

Fn = Nominal (non-discount)fare rate, cents per
seat mile

D = Fare decrease factor (= 1 - discount)

C • Total operation cost, cents per seat mile

= Aircraft purchase price

y = D FneL/C Subsonic revenue to operation cost
ratio

DIDs = Fare decrease factor ratio

Cs/C = Operation cost ratio

For a new-technologyenterprise involvingmany
uncertaintiesand hence financial risks (such as
the SST) it would be desirable to achieve a higher
return on investmentthan for competingwell-
establishedactivities (subsonicoperations),a
minimum requirementbeing equal return on invest-
ment. The concept Required Return on Investment

Ratio is therefore introduced. The surcharge number
required for achievinga certain (Rs/R)req is de-
rived from eqs. (1) and (2a)

D/D (R

y ‘R 'req
+  (Ps/P)(y- 1) CT-) (4)s

s

The relative economics for the two kinds of air-
craft can be studied in many ways. For reasons that (f- 1)req =
will be explained below the concept "Surcharge
Number" appears to be significant. Introducingsub-
script s for SST the SurchargeNumber is in general
defined as

3



The Required SurchargeNumber - see definition
eq. (2a) - can be said to be the nominal SST fare
surcharge ratio necessary for achieving,at a load
factor ratio Ls/L = 1.0, the Required Return on
InvestmentRatio without the (possiblyvery high)
SST surcharge resulting in a change of the load
factor ratio.

Obviously, the lower the (f • Oreq the better
the SST economics. In general it has to be close
to 1.0 for making it possible to apply nominal
SST fares about as low as the nominal subsonic
economy fares and still achieve the required return
on investment.

Whatever the level of lf:1req. as computedby• -
eq. (4), it should be comparedwith the Obtained
Surcharge Number, (f - 1)obt, and in particularwith
its highest achievablevalue. To detetmine this
is obviously an optimisationproblem as the applied
SST fare rate, Fnas, has to be set so that the
product Fnas Ls obt is maximum, see eq. (2b). If

(f •1)req>(f •1)obt SST operationwill result in
a deficit in relation to (Rs/R)

One of the main featuresof this method for
assessing SST economics is the way in which the
operation cost ratio, Ce/C, is determined. This is
done firstly by consideringthe percentagesof the
various cost items that contributeto the operation
cost, C, for the subsoniccomparisonaircraft,and,
secondly,by multiplyingeach percentage item cost

with a factor indicatingthe known or estimated
increaseor decrease for SST operationof the cost

of the item in question. The followingequation
is derived:

+ 0.09 km P /P +
7:7 Ms/M

s

Const. Depreciation Maintenance

+ 0.03 k. P /P + 0.10 kb B/B + 0.05 k S/S +
1 s s c s

Insurance Burnt fuel Crew

The price per seat ratio, Ps/P, will be analysed
in the following Section.

As regards the effectivemileage per aircraft 
ratio, Ms/M, leadingSST proponents (6, 13-16)
have alleged that the productivity(pet seat) of SSTs
is superior to that of subsonics in proportion to
the cruise speeds of the two types.

This is incorrectas it neglects (a) that the
ratio between averageblock speed and cruise speed
is substantiallysmaller for the SST than for the
subsonic, (b) that each flight is burdened bv a
turn-aroundtime for reloadingand refuellingand
(c) that the totalmaintenance time per year (e.g.
for daily inspectionsand major overhauls)is also
roughly proportionalto number of flights,not to
hours of flight. In particularthe aspects (b)
and (c) imply that the increase in productiuityof 
an SST due to its increasedspeed is greatly 
offset by the increasednumber of flights (e.g.
on a given route)made possibleby the speed in-
crease. (4)

The correct expressionfor the increasein pro-
ductivity per seat by the SST is, of course,Ms/M,
which is much smaller than the ratio between the
cruise speeds of the SST and the subsonicjet.
I submit that the concept "productivespeed" be
introducedand defined as

Vprod = M/(365 •24)

As will be exemplifiedin the followingVprod
for SSTs is rather modest and definitelysubsonic.

(6)

Reverting to the possible deficit in SST opera-
tion, this should be related to the Required Return
on Investment. Furthermoreone should, of course,
compute the deficit on the basis of the same magni-
tude of investmentin subsonicaircraftas in SSTs
thus preferablyon Is (for one SST). The yearly
deficit is obviously

req•

Cs/C 0.54 +
0.11

Ps/P

+ 0.04 ka + 0.04 kf

CabinFood
attendants

(5)Z=(—)•RI -R•IR reqss obts

Z = Deficit per year and SST related to (Rs/R)
reo

(7)

The cost item percentages0.54, 0.11, etc. apply
for the Boeing 747.(8) Furthermore

As/A = Depreciationperiod ratio

Bs/B = Ratio of the average amount per year of fuel

S/Ss Number of seats ratio, subsonic to supersonic

As is seen Cs/C is above all dependentupon the
importantparameters Ps/P and Ms/M and this applies
also to the Surcharge Number equation (4). Eq. (5)
may thereforebe written

Ps/P
Cs/C Ct1.71-4+ /8Ps/P + 2r

(The expressions for a , /9 and a'are
obtained from eq. (5).)

From eqs. (I), (2a), (2h) and (7) is obtained

Z = Ms Ss Ds Fne L Li(f 1) (8)

p(f • 1) = (f • 1)req
(f •1)obt (9)

Eq. (8) is convenientto use when (f • Oreci has
been computed on the basis of eq. (4) and

(f • 1)obtis estimated according to eq. (2h) for a known
applied SST fare surchargeratio, Fnas/Fne, and an
estimated resulting load factor ratio, Ls obt/L.

For studyingZ as functionof the main signifi-
cant "relativeparameters"the followingequation,
derived from eqs. (1) and (2b), could be used

MSC Rs
Z =

S/S (1/7-)req• (Y - 1) Ps/P -s

/ (f •1)obt C_ \-1
,

Ms/M (Y •
s

 D Ds I j

burnt per seat mile

(5a)

(10)
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For the purpose of studying the prospects of
improvingthe operation economicsof future gene-
ration SSTs it is advantageousto split Ps/P into
two significantcomponents:

i = I/We Purchase price per ton empty weight

is/i = Purchase price per ton empty weight ratio

x S/We - Number of "effective"seats per unit
empty weight, being proportionalto
W/W
pe

Wp/We Payload to empty weight ratio, payload
being defined as a full load of "effective"
passengers

Ss/Wes W
s/Wes

Ratio between the payloadxs/x wp we
ratios

S and Ss are the numbers of "effective"seats,
i.e. the sum of real passenger seats and "cargo
seats". The latter concept is introducedin
order to account for the extra revenue that is
obtained for cargo carried in excess of passenger
baggage. Due considerationshould be taken to the
fact that the revenue per ton cargo is smaller
than the revenue per ton passengers.

From eqs. (4) and (5) is obtained

F L D/Ds[is/i IK1(f, ( ns s
'req F L )req

y + K2)+

+ K3 7,  7-7(+ K4] (11)

K1 = (-2) • (y I) 4-
R req

K2 = 0.09 km + 0.03 k.

K3 = 0.10 bs/b

K4 - 0.54 + 0.05 k S/S + 0.04 k + 0.04 kf
c s a


b = B x

Number of Seats Ratio, S/Ss. Most of the evalu-
ations are based on the 128-seatConcorde and the
440-seat Boeing 747. Whereas the former can take
no cargo, the latter can take a substantial load
of cargo, correspondingto 105 "cargo seats",
assuming that on a weight basis the revenue for
cargo is half of that for passengers. The number
of "effective"seats in the 747 is thus 545 and
S/Ss = 4.25. This correspondsto an appreciably
lower maximum payload in lbs for the 747 than is
quoted in Jane's (22) because the available cargo
compartmentvolume rather than weight is limiting
when having a low density load. Comparing Con-
corde with the 490-seat 747, i.e. 590 "effective"
seats, S/Ss is 4.6. BOAC's all-first-class104-
seat Concorde comparedwith a 350-seat 747, carry-
ing about 465 "effective"seats yields S/Ss = 4.5.

Price per Seat Ratio, Ps/P. The price for Con-
corde, except spares, has for same time been esti-
mated at about $ 34 m, which is to be comparedwith
$ 26 m for 747. This yields a range tf Ps/P from
5.5 (S/Ss 4.25) to 6.0 (S/Ss 4.E).According
to Pan Am (17) the 104-seatConcorde would at $ 60 m
with spare parts cost "more than twice as much" as
a 350-seat 747 thus yielding Ps/P at least 9.0. It
could be objected that there are no all-first-class,
350-seat 747 flying today, but what is significant
is that it is potentiallypossible to apply a first-
class comfort standard to 747s of this or "stretched"
capacity. It seems thereforerealistic to extend the
possible Ps/P range to 9.0.

Effective Aircraft Mileage Ratio, Ms/M. As
follows from the text to Fig. 2 Concorde can
hardly average more than 3 single Atlantic flights
per 24-hour day during longer service periods if it
is to have the same average time per flight avail-
able for inspectionand maintenance (about 3.5
hours) as a subsonic jet making 2 single flights
per day. This means that Ms/M can hardly exceed
1.5 assuming the same total number of service
days per year. Because of its greater complexity
and the kinetic heating at each flight, etc., the
SST will, however, likely require a longer total
off-service time per year for major overhauls and
repairs and this reduces Ms/M.

Ps/P (Ss/Wes)/ (S/We) 7E7

(Is/wes) / (I/we) is/i

0.11
As/A

b = Burnt fuel per unit empty weight and NEWYORK 5

mile 12 18

Applications,especially to Concorde/747
 Wa r
1812 24 6 , 12 18

1-4.75 PARIS 9.75a. Parameter Values

The assumed values of the various parameters in
the equations above are listedbelow with but a few
explanationsin some importantcases. Detailed rea-
sons for the assumptionsare found in (12).

Fig. 2. Assuming 3.25 hrs flight time and 1.5
hrs turn-aroundtime, 4 single flights per 24 hrs
allow a daily maintenance time of only 5 hrs, i.e.
1.25 hrs/flight. For a subsonic jet making 2
flights in 24 hrs of 7 hrs each the daily time for
maintenance is 7 hrs, i.e. 3.5 hrs/flight. Three
daily SST flights yield an average daily main-
tenance time of 9.75 hrs, i.e. 3.25 hrs/flight.

5



A still further reduction will be caused by the
fact that the subsonic jet often produces a
greater mileage per 24-hour day than is obtained
by 2 single flights between, for example, New York
and Paris, e.g. by longer direct flights, such as
Frankfurt to New York, or by "tag-end" flights to
or from the coastal cities before or after the
flights over the Atlantic. Even if there are no
boom restrictions the SST is much inferior as
regards this "range flexibility", because short
supersonic "tag-end" flights are uneconomic and
usually pointless to the passengers.

For these reasons the lower limit for the possi-
ble range in Ms/M is in the no-boom-restriction  
case assumed to 1.25 whereas the upper limit is
optimistically set at 1.5. The latter value, how-
ever, presupposes a Mach number close to 3.0 and/or
extreme measures and costs to reduce overhaul,
daily maintenance and turn-around times. Note that
the "productive speed" of a Mach 2+ SST averaging
for example 2.8 Atlantic crossings per day (which
might correspond to Ms/M = 1.4) during 320 days/
year is only 360 mph.

For the "sea-limited" SST - forbidden to fly
supersonically over inhabited land, except, perhaps
over some sparsely populated areas - the achievable
Mileage Ratio will be greatly reduced, in particu-
lar because of the necessity to circumnavigate
islands and mainland areas located on the great
circle routes, and also because of the practically
non-existent possibilities to supplement the main
oversea operations, e.g. over the Atlantic, with
supersonic "tag-end" flights, (SST operation at
subsonic speed will usually be out of the question
for economic reasons). Detailed studies indicate

that it will be very difficult for the sea-limited
SST to attain Ms/M = 1.25 and that a realistic pro-
ductivity ratio falls rather close to 1.0.

BOAC intends initially "to operate two Concorde
services each day from London to New York, three
each week on the routes to Sydney and Johannesburg,
and two a week across the Soviet Union to Japan".
(18) Assuming that these services are all round-
trips the great-circle distances flown per week
would total 218,000 miles. This is to be achieved
by 5 Concordes, but let us conservatively assume
that one serves as reserve, thus that the schedule
can be carried out by 4 aircraft. A typical mile-
age per week achievable by 4 subsonic jets (each
making for example one New York - Paris roundtrip
er day) is of the order 196,000 miles. The CCP-
corde mileage Is thus only 10 Z better, i.e.

Ms/M = 1.1. It should be noted, however, that al-



though the BOAC schedule could possibly be im-
proved later on, the corresponding weekly mileage
assumed for 4 subsonic jets is probably unduly
small. Furthermore, SST operation will likely re-
quire a higher proportion reserve aircraft and a
longer total off-service time for overhauls. The
net effect of all this could well be Ms/M = 1.0, or
even smaller.

Fare Decrease Factor Ratio, Ds/D. As is well-
known considerable discounts are often applied cn

the nominal subsonic economy-class fares whereas

discounts are comparatively rare on first-class
services. As the SSTs will be catering largely for
business and first-class passengers they would also


have rather small revenue reductions due to dis-
counts. A spokesman for the Concorde enterprise
(19) has suggested that realistic values would be

s
= 0.95 and D = 0.71, thus'D/Ds = 0.75.

Subsonic Revenue to Operation Cost Ratio, y, is
obtained on the assumptions D = 0.71, Foe = 6.5,
I.= 0.55 and C = 1.7, yielding y = 1.5.

Remaining Parameters. Most of the remaining
factors in eq. (5) for Cs/C are assumed to have
"optimistic" and "realistic" values, thus As/A =
0.9, 0.8; Bs/B = 3.4, 3.6; kc = 0.6, 0.75; ka =
kf = 0.7, 0.8. The factors km, ki and kb are all
assumed to have the value 1.0. These assumptions
yield a = 0.12, 0.14; ,B= 0.12 (jointly) and .Y =

1.07, 1.12.

b. Evaluations 


The Operation Cost Ratio, Cs/C, is shown in
Fig. 3 as a function of Ms/M and Ps/P,and the in-
dicated values for a and fi . As is seen Ps/P is
by far the most important factor for Cs/C which
might obtain values roughly from 2.2 up to 3.5
when Ms/M varies from 1.0 to 1.5.

Fig. 3. Operation cost ratio as function of pro-
ductivity (great-circle mileage) ratio, Ms/M, and
price per seat ratio, Ps/P.
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Fig. 4. Required SurchargeNumber, (f• Dreg' as
functionof productivityratio and price per seat
ratio.

SurchargeNumber. In Fig. 4 (f •1)recifor
Rs/R = 1.0, is shown as functionof the same para-
meters as for Cs/C in Fig. 3. Ps/P is obviously
the most significantfactor, followednext by
Ms/M, whereas ocand have relativelylittle
importance. Within the realisticrange of Ms/M
(1.0 to 1.5) the Required SurchargeNumber varies
from 2.0 to 3.9. In view of recent informatOn
about the price for Concorde, see above and O. 23),
it seems unrealistic to assume Ps/P lower than 6 to
8 at the time when Concorde is expected to enter ser-
vice. Thus (f •Oreq would have to be of the or-
der 2.5 to 3.5 in the "sea-limited"case. However,
even if as low a value as 2.3 is assumed this would
apparently far exceed the 0btai941e Surcharge
Number. It has been indicated 0) that for the
128-seatmodel the surcharge should preferable be
40 % over the subsonic economy-classfare level.
Assuming the same load factor for SST as for sub-
sonic, (f •Oat would thus be 1.4.

Deficit per year and SST, Z. For the values
(f •1) = 2.3 - 1.4 = 0.9, Ss = 128, Fne = 6,5,

Ds - 0.95, L = 0.55, Ms/M = 1.25 and assumingM
= 2,100,000miles for the subsonic aircraft (e.g.
an average of 7,000 miles per day during 300 days
of the year) eq. (8) yields Z $ 10.3 million per
Concorde and year.

In Fig. 5 the yearly deficit as a function of
Ms/M is computed on the basis of eq. (10) for a
few selected combinationsof the SurchargeRatio
and the Load Factor Ratio, using the realistic set
of values for the other parameters. The curve
1.4/1.0 is believed to represent the lowest achiev-
able deficit because an SST surcharge of 40 % pro-
bably yields about maximum revenue for the 128-seat
Concorde (see above) and because it seems overly
optimistic to assume Ls nbt/L significantlyabove
1.0 for several reasons:Firstly, also SSTs will
suffer from seasonalvariations,secondly, their
inferioritywith respect to making "tag-end" flights
will tend to reduce the overall load factor and,
thirdly, the SST night flights, e.g. over the Atlan-
tic, will be particularlyunpopular because the
passengerswill be practicallydeprived of sleep
for one night (see Fig. 2). The two latter factors
are believed to about outweigh the definite advantage
with the SST with respect to "schedule flexibility":
An SST can, for example, make popular daylight flights
from North America to Europe whereas most subsonics
fly at night on this route direction.

Let us, however, optimisticallyassume that the
SST/subsonicLoad Factor Ratio could be as high as
1.2. Fig. 5 shows that the yearly deficit per 128-
seat Concorde would neverthelessbe $ 7 m to $ 8 m.

The arrows in Fig. 5 illustratein principle the
optimisationproblem involvedwhen determining the
SST surcharge: If the surcharge is increasedfrom
40 % to 60 % with the hope of increasing (f .1)obt
from 1.4 to 1.6 the SST load factor might instead be
reduced by 20 % yielding an (f 1)obt of only 1.28
and an increase in the yearly deficit of over one
million dollars.
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Fig. 5. Yearly deficit in million dollars per
128-seatConcorde (costing $ 34 m).
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Prospects of Future Improvements
	

1.0 to 1.3 assuming that the sonic boom still limits
supersonicoperationalmost exclusivelyto oversea

a. Second Generation SSTs
 routes. For the other parametersthe realisticset

of values indicatedabove has been applied.
It seems now to be widely accepted that

Concorde's economics is doubtful,but the magnitude
of the deficiency is apparentlynot recognized.
The general belief seems to be that it is a mar-
ginal case and that consequentlya "stretched"
version of the Concorde,having a moderate increase
in payload, could be designed and be an economic
success. The Concorde Consortiumis in fact said
to study such a project.

There are also many indicationsof strong be-
liefs in the USA that it is possible to design a
profitableSST and that thereforea new American
SST project will likely be initiatedin a few
years. (20.21)

In view of these ambitions it is highly im-
portant to find out in quantitativeterms the
aeronauticaland other constraintsthat must be
overcome for making SSTs economicallyviable.

Fig. 6 is prepared for studying this problem in
particularwith respect to a Concorde successor,
or, in general, a "second generation"SST defined
as a Mach 2 to 2.2 aircraftbased on evolutionary
rather than revolutionaryadvances in supersonic
technology. The figure is based on eq. (11) and
shows (f • 1)reg as functionof the two most impor-
tant parameters i.e. the ratio between the payload/
empty-weightratios, xs/x, and the relativepur-
chase price/empty-weightratio, is/i. The produc-
tivity ratio, Ms/M, has been chosen to range from

0.4 0.5 Xs/X 0.7 0.8

Fig. 6. Required SurchargeNumber for second
generation SSTs as functionof the relative
payload to empty weight ratio, xs/x, and the
relative price to empty weight ratio, is/i.

The 128-seatConcorde is taken as the basis for
possible improvements. Its xs/x is about 0.5 based
on S/Ss = 4.25 and empty weights 170,000 lbs for Con-
corde and 356,000 lbs for 747. (22) Further assump-
tions for this Concordeversion, marked 01, at
(f •Oreq = 2.4, are Ms/M = 1.15 and is/i = 2.75
based on the earlier price estimatesIs = $ 34 m
for Concorde and I = $ 26 m for 747 (Is/I = 1.31).

It may be emphasizedhere that this is/i level,
which correspondsto the lowest Ps/P level indi-
cated above, namely 5.5 (= 2.75/0.5),now appears
to be based on a too low Concorde/747price tptio.
According to recent information(23) the prices
without spares are $ 36 m for the 104-seatConcorde
and $ 23.85 m for 747, yielding Is/I = 1.51. The
prices with spares are $ 44.345m and $ 28.345 m
respectively,i.e. Is/I = 1.56. The relativeprice/
weight ratio is/i would thus be 3.16 without and
3.28 with spares. On the basis of Ms/M = 1.15 and
the other detailed assumptionsabove (e.g. 350 seats
and 465 "effective"seats for 747) Ps/P would be 6.7
without and 7.0 with spares, and (f •Orsq would be
2.84 and 2.91, respectively. The corresponding
points 02 and 03 are marked in Fig. 6 at the approxi-
mate relative "effective"passenger load ratio 0.47
that applies for the seating capacitiesin question.

It may furthermorebe noted that for the 104-seat
Concorde is/i would be 4.2 on the basis of Pan Am's
statement that Concorde (with spares)would cost
twice as much as 747. This estimatemight be rea-
listic anticipatingrises in Concorde prices for
later deliveries. It correspondsto Ps/P = 9.0
(see above) and xs/x = 0.47, these data being marked
as point 04 in Fig. 6. Finally, all the points
01 - 04 are based on purchaseprices which do not
cover the high R&D costs for the Concorde. Conside-
ring the total economicsof the Concorde enterprise
the points are thereforelocatedon too low is/i
levels.

In spite of all this is/i - 2.75 and point 01
will,very conservatively,beretainedas the basis
for the followinganalysis.

A substantialimprovementin SST economics,i.e.
reduction in (f •Oreq, can only be achievedby
great increaseof tfieratio between the payload to
empty weight ratios (thus increase in xs/x); the
possibilitiesof increasingMs/M are very limited
and the other parametershave a relativelyminor
significance. In order for the SST to be reasonably
competitivein the first-classmarket the necessary
reduction in (f • Oren is at least from 2.4 to 1.7.
Assuming that Ms/M caa be improvedfrom 1.15 to 1.3,
by extreme efforts to reduce maintenanceand over-
haul times, it follows from Fig. 6 that xs/x must be
increasedfrom 0.5 to 0.7, i.e. by 40 %, for point
"A" to be attained.

It follows,however, from eq. (11) and Fig. 6
that this great increase in xs/x must not be
appreciablyoffset by a consequentialincrease in
the relative price per ton empty weight, is/i. We
shall thereforein the first place discuss the
possibilitiesand implicationsof bringing about a
40 % increase in xs/x under the assumptionthat there

A
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are no appreciableadvances neither in supersonic
technology,as representedby Concorde,nor in
subsonic technology,implyingan approximately
unchanged ratio between the cost/weightratios,
is/i ( = 2.75). The necessary improvementin
xs/x would thus have to be achievedmainly by
building the new SST very much larger than Con-
corde. The developmentand manufactureof such a
large Concorde successorwould, however, take con-
siderable time, during which also enlarged subsonic
jets will be developed either by "stretching"
existing types or by new designs. It is conser-
vatively assumed that the subsonicpayload/empty
weight ratio is improvedby only 10% over the
current 747 and that this can be achieved at a re-
tained cost/weightratio, i.

This improvementin the subsonicx means that
the new SST would need to have a payload/empty
weight ratio = (1.4•1.1 - 1) = 54% better than
the 128-seatConcorde. For achieving such an im-
provement the payload of a Concorde successor
would have to be increased from 128 to 197, i.e.
by 69 passengersor 69 •210 = 14,500 lbs. This
primary weight increasecauses in the first place
an additionaldirect weight increase for seats and
such equipment which would grow roughly in
proportionto number of passengers,e.g. galleys,
toilets, cabin attendants,part of the air
conditioningsystem and a portion of the fuselage
(for holding the additionalpassengers). This
addition is estimated to fall between 50 and 100%
of the increase in payload.

As is well-known to aircraftdesignersan
initialweight increase inevitablycauses secondary
or indirectweight increases if the performanceof
the aircraftproject, in particularits range and
cruise and landing speeds, are to be retained at
original levels. The ratio between the resulting
total weight increase and a primary weight increase
is commonly called the Weight Growth Factor, or
WGF. In a paper to the R.Ae.S. in 1963 (5) I
pointed out that WGF is much greater for SSTs than
for subsonicjets (about9 vs 5) "becauseof the
higher relative fuel weight" and warned that "This
impairs the possibilitiesof "stretching"an SST
of a given basic type even if there were no sonic-
boom limitations".

This warning will now be repeatedand explained
in greater detail because of the tremendous
significanceof the WGF with respect to the
possibility of improvingthe economicsof SSTs.
In support of the statementthe followingequation
(derivedearlier (24))was presentedusing here
somewhatmodified symbols. Furthermorethe
primary weight increase is defined as comprising
only the increase in payload, thus including in
the WGF concept the direct increasesin empty
weight (seats,etc.) due to the increase in payload.

g = Weight Growth Factor referred to the increase
P •In payload

Wt Gross weight

W Payload. Note that Wp in this WGF analysis is
the total payload which, if also cargo can be
carried, is greater than a full load of
"effective"passengers.

AWt  Resulting total weight increase

AW Increase in payload

k  Increase factor, 1.5 to 2.0, see above

k AWE,- Initialweight increase

Wf  Fuel weight

Wu '
being retained from (24)
"Useful load", this somewhat inadequatename

We = Operating weight empty

Wep (k - 1) Wp The portion of We that is
roughly proportionalto payload

Wew The portion of We that is roughly proportio-
nal to gross weight, e.g. weight of wings
(at retained landing speed, i.e. wing
loading) tail surfacesand landing gear, as
well as of a considerableportion of the
fuselage (the one not included in Wep) and
also of the major portion of the power plant
assuming an unchanged thrust to engine weight
ratio

Wc The portion of We that is roughly constant,
i.e. independentof changes in gross weight,
such as crew and cockpit, or the like, and
minor portions of the weight of the power
plant and the hull (e.g.wing tanks)

We

Wt - Wew + Wc + Wep + Wp + Wf (13)

wu

Index o is used for a basic or original aircraft,
e.g. the current Concorde,and index 1 is used for
a "final"projectresulting from a primary weight
increase. Index s is deleted in this analysis un-
til SST/subsoniccomparisonsare made. It follows
from the definitionsthat

AWt
k •PW + AW + PWew

AWt
g ---
°P AW

LWew  AWt (Wewo/Wto) The increase in empty

weight required for retained wing loading

(12) and speed, thus includingalso the increase
in power-plantweight

1 -

AWf 'AWt (Wfo/Wto) Increase in fuel weight
required for retained range at unchanged fuel
consumption

w  = --
ewo fo uo

W W W
to to to

The symbols and the underlyingconcepts in eq.
(12) are the following:
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It may be emphasized that the dependenceof the
weight of different portionsof the aircrafton
the gross weight and other design parameters is a
highly complex matter. It is believed,however,
that the simple linear approachapplied here is
adequate for the purpose of broad studies of this
kind.

IntroducingWu from eq. (13) eq. (12) can be
written

1 
a a
6.13 Wpo /Wto 4.d

wp1/welS I/Wel xl

5-07 Z--00.7CiZ xo

(16)

Let us now investigatethe possiblitiesand im-
plicationsof increasingthe payload to empty weight
ratios for enlarged subsonicjets and SSTs. It is
in particularof interest to find out the increases
in payload, gross weight and empty weight that are
required in order to attain a desired increase
in the payload to empty weight ratio. For these
purposes the followingequationsare derived:(12a)

W /W= Original payload to gross weight ratio
po to

Wpl(1" (xl/xo)
1 - §x1/x0po

(17)

W /W
c toor -

W
c
/Wto = Original constantweight to gross weight

ratio

or= Original "effective"constantweight to gross
weight ratio

The weight growth factor, gp, is shown in Fig.
7 as function of a for the Wpo/Wto levels that
apply for Concorde and 747 (0.07 and 0.21 resp.).
An estimate is also made for an advanced future
SST project discussed later. For reasons indicat-
ed below, e will normallybe about 0.03 yielding
gp = 10 for Concorde-technologySSTs and about 4

for subsonic jets like 747.

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06

Fig. 7. The Weight Growth Factor, gp, as function
of cr. , the original "effective"constantweight
to gross weight ratio.

It may be noted here that a relative increase
in W will result in the same relative increase in
"effective"passenger load. It follows that for
enlarged aircraft carryingcargo

Wtl W /W - 1
pl po 


= 1 + 1 +WtO po to

wel W
pl

/W

-
po

Weo 7-77--
1 o

WpI/Wpo is shown in Fig. 8 for an enlarged subsonic
jet based on 747 and in Fig. 9 for a second genera-
tion SST based on "Concordetechnology". Fig. 10
shows Wc1/Wt0 as functionof Wp1/Wp0 for the two
categoriesof aircraft. As is apparent from Fig.
8 and 9 the magnitudeof d is of decisive
importance for the possibilityofattaininggreat
improvementsin x and xs. From eq. (15) follows:

Wc/Weo = kdl(Weo/Wto) (21)

which yields the followingtable for Wc/W" in

E21E2.2!:

Concorde 747

1.5 1.75 2.0 1.5 1.75 2.0

17.0 19.8 22.6 16.3 19.1 21.8
15.3 17.8 20.3 14.7 17.2 19.6
13.615.8 18.1 13.0 15.2 17.4
10.211.9 13.6 9.8 11.4 13.1

It seems obvious that the "constantweight", Wc,
which comprises the weights of cockpit and crew,
and other empty weight items which are not affected
by the weight growth factor, can hardly appreciably
exceed about 10 % of the empty weight; this percen-
tage would for Concordemean Wc= 17,000 lbs and for
747 about 35,000 lbs. For a large aircraft (747)

Wc/Weo can in principlebe expected to be some-
what smaller than for a lighteraircraft,but
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Fig. 8 and 9. Required increasein payload for
achieving a desired increase (xl/x0)of the pay-
load/empty-weightratio, for enlarged subsonics
and SSTs based on 747 and Concorde, respectively.

for an SST/subsoniccomparison,this is counteracted
by the facts (a) that the factor k, catering,
inter alia, for part of the weights of air con-
ditIoning equipment and fuselage skin, is likely to
be greater for SSTs and (b) that the "built-in-
stretch" capabilitynormally (andmore easily)
provided for in designs of subsonicjets implies
that a greater portion of the empty weight is
exempted from the "weight carrousel". It is there-
fore maintained that for both SSTs and subsonics
a is about 0.03.

Fig. 8 shows that for new subsonic jets and
for or= 0.03 an increase in x by 10 % requires an
increase in payload by 100 %. Fig. 10 shows
that the correspondingincrease in gross weight
would be 87 %, and eq. (20) indicates that the
empty weight would be increasedby 82 Z. Using
747 as the base aircraft the gross weight would
be increased from 775,000 to 1,450,000 lbs. Such a
large subsonic jet appears to be fully feasible.

As stated above the second generation SST would
have to increase the payload to empty weight ratio
by 54 % over the Concorde in order to improve xs/x
by 40 % (pointA in Fig. 6) over a 747-based sub-
sonic for which x has been improved by 10 Z. Fig.
9 indicates that xsl/xso 1.54 would,for cf =
= 0.03, require an infinitelylarge SST, and that
the payload would have to be increasedby a factor
of 6 (770 passengers)even at the probably unreal-
istically high d value of 0.04. It is therefore
altogether impossibleto reach the point A on the
basis of current supersonictechnolOgy.

The greatest realisticenlargementover the
128-seat Concorde is probably by a factor of 3 in
payload (nearly400 passengers). For or= 0.03
this would mean x51/x50 = 1.3 (Fig. 9). Wtl/Wto
would be 2.35 (Fig. 10) and thus the gross weight
about 900,000 lbs. Disregardingthe great
increase in sonic boom level, the size of such an
SST cannot be regarded as unrealistic. It should
be noted, however, that although the relative
cost/weightratio, is/i, would be retained at
about 2.75, the relative increase in purchase price
would be greater for the new SST than for the new
subsonic: Ilas (11/i0)(Wel/Weo)would be 1.82
for the subsonic and 2.31 for the SST, eq. (20).
The price of the latter would then increase from
the (probablytoo low) value of $ 34 m to nearly

$ 80m.

The increases in xs by 1.3 and in x by 1.1,
on the basis of current technology,would mean an
increase in xs/x by 1.3/1.1= 1.18, thus to 0.59.
This yields the point B in Fig. 6 at (f •1)reci
= 1.95, thus far too high for competitioneven in
the first-classmarket.

It follows from the above that an increase in
xs/x to a value higher than about 0.6 cannot be
achieved without advances in supersonic technology.
And these have to be quite dramatic because they
must be much greater than the considerableadvances
that are continuouslymade in subsonic technology.
The reason for this is, of course, that the advanc-
es during the time it takes to develop a new SST
will result in appreciableimprovementsin the
subsonic payload/weightratio and that the super-
sonic advances must be so much greater that the
ratio between the payload ratios, xs/x, is substan-
tially increased.

There is no denying that advances in supersonic
technologygreater that the subsonic advances are
conceivable in view of the fact that Concorde and
TU-144 are the first SSTs ever built. But the big
crux is that advances in SST technology appreciably
greater than in subsonic technologywill in general
also result in a higher price/emptyweight ratio,
i.e. a greater is/i. The simpliest way to make
this clear is perhaps to consider the structural
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Fig. 10. Resulting increase in aircraft gross
weight due to increasein payload (Wpl/Wpo).

field - i.e. advances in light-weightmaterials and
design - which is probably the most promisingarea
for great improvementsto appear within the rela-
tively near future both for subsonic aircraft and
for a second generationSST.

CORTRIGHT (Director,Langley Research Center)
believes (25) that "Compositestructurescan
reduce structuralweight by 20 percent". This
statement apparently refers to subsonicaircraft.
To make a similar reduction in a new SST is perhaps
conceivable,but will likely be much more expensive
because of the kinetic heating at supersonicspeeds:
The cycles of very high and low temperatureswill
make it much more difficultnot only to develop
reliable bonding in the compositematerialsbut
also to ensure a sufficientlylong fatigue life
of the structural assemblies.

It seems thereforesafe to state that one and
the same percentage reductionin empty weight, i.e.
unchangedxs/x, used to accomodatemore passengers

result in a higher cost/emptyweight ratio
for SSTs than for subsonics, thus an increase in

is/i without an appreciableincrease in xs/x. This
would increase " l)req, thus impair insteadof
improveSST economics.

Obviously then, if the supersonicstructural
technologyis "pressed" so very hard that the ratio
between the payload ratios,xs/x, is greatly in-
creased, this would result in a very considerablein-
crease in is/i. It is also evident that the increase
in i./i rapidly grows with the increase in x,/x. In
Fig. 6 the bent arrow reachingpoint C (on the
curve for is/i = 4.0 and for xs/x = 0.7) is
intended to illustrate the nature of this continous
dependencyof is/i on yx. The (f • Oreci at this
point is a very slight Improvementover the original
level in point 01.

It may be emphasizedthat neither the shape of
the bent arrow nor the locationof point C is
based on quantitativeanalysis,accuratecalculat-
ions being exceedinglydifficult to make. I do
believe, however, that at leastwith respect to
structural improvements,it is fully realistic to
assume that an increasein xs that exceeds the in-
crease in the subsonicx by as much as 0.7/0.59,
i.e. about 20 %, would increasethe relativecost/
weight ratio, is/i, by 40 to 50 % (4.0/2.75= 1.46).

It follows that the great efforts that might
be made with the purpose of improvingSST economics
substantiallyby means of increasingits payload/
empty weight ratio will inevitablybe counteracted,
and might be completelyoffset, by the high costs
of the very same efforts.

There are two reasonswhy the locationof !he
arrows in Fig. 6 give a too favourablepicture
(too low (f.,Oreq) of the economicsof a second
generationSST (even disregardingthe much too
low locationof the base point 01, see above).

In the first place one must assume that
future SSTs will have to comply with the inter-
national airport noise standardsfor new contempora-
ry subsonic aircraft. To base a new SST project on a
hope that it would be exempted from the subsonic
noise standardswould be exceedinglyhazardous.
On entering service the productionversion of Con-
corde is expected to be some 15 to 20 PNdB noisier
than current DC-10s and L-1011s. This discrepancy
is probably representativeof the improvementin
SST jet noise that must be achieved for second ge-
neration SSTs x: Such a very great improvementis
bound to affect adversely the payload ratio for
the SST not only because of the direct increases
in engine weight resultingfrom the silencingmea-
sures but probably also because of increasedfuel
consumptionand hence fuel weight. The weight
growth factorwill multiply these primaryweight
increases,yielding a substantialtotal increase
in empty weight and hence reductionin payload/empty
weight ratio. Furthermore,the extreme silencing
measures requiredare likely to increasethe cost/
empty weight ratio is.

Secondly, the attainmentof Ms/M = 1.3 for a
"sea-limited"SST, assumed in Fig. 6, probably calls
for extreme and costlymeasures to reduce turn-
around, maintenanceand overhaul times by means
of special equipmentand shift work. The costs
would increase the maintenancecoefficientkm
in the factor 1(2in eq, (11). This means that the
point B cannot Se reached; (f• 1)reg will likely
be about 2.0 even disregardingthe Increasedue
to airport noise.

To sum up - and consideringalso that the base
point for the analysis,01, representsa too low
Concorde/747price ratio - it appears impossible
to design a new engine-noiseacceptableSST having

CORTRIGHT (25), for example,has indicateda
"subsonic transportgoal" of 90 PNdB for 1985 (the
current level is 108), i.e. at least 25 dB lower
than the expected level for the first Concorde
version.
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a Required Surcharge Number low enough for compet-
ing economicallyin the first-classmarket (it
would, of course, be even less competitivein the
economy-classmarket) without such a drastic
"break-through"in supersonictechnologythat it
would have no counter-partin subsonicdevelopments.

b. Third Generation SSTs


Radical supersonicadvanceswill, however, in-
evitably take long time. Let us thereforecall
an SST that is based on more or less revolutionary
developments,and having a likelyMach Number of
about2.7or 3.0, the "third generation"SST (thus
disregardingthe fact that it might be found wise
to refrain from developing a second generation SST
in the meaning of a Concorde successorbased on
less spectacularsupersonicadvances).

Before discussing the prospectsof economic
viability for such an SST it seems prudent to re-
view briefly the reasons for the apparentgreat
difficultiesto design a supersonicaircraft that
is economicallycompetitivewith subsonicjets.
The main reasons are:

An SST must fly in two differentaerodynamic
environments,subsonic and supersonic,with diffe-
rent "aerodynamiclaws" with respect to stability
and optimum configurationsetc. Solutionsmust be
found which satisfy minimum requirementsfor both
environments. The necessary compromises(e.g.with
respect to wing aspect ratio) can usually not
be ideal for either ends of the tremendousspeed
range from landing speed to supersoniccruise
speed.

Over and above this general drawback,the SST
has a drag component, the wave drag, which does
not exist for subsonic aircraft. For current
SST projects the wave drag is one third to half of
the total drag, which includesalso frictionand in-
duced (lift)drag. The wave drag is the primary
reason for the poor lift/dragratio of SSTs. L/D
isabout 7 for Concorde and about 18 for subsonic
transports.

The aerodynamicheating at each supersonic
flight necessitates (a) lower stress levels in
order to obtain the same fatigue life and safety
of the primary structureas for subsonicsand/or
more sophisticatedmaterials and detail design,
(b) a more complicatedand heavier air condition-
ing system and (c) more complicatedand/or
robust design of such systems that are not cooled.

The higher cruise altitudeof the SSTs
necessitatesa heavier skin of the fuselage in
order to withstand the greater pressure differential.

In general it is more difficultwith SSTs than
with subsonic jets to comply with a given airport
noise standard,e.g. because high by-pass, large
diameter engines are rather incompatiblewith
supersonicspeed. For an SST to comply with

the noise standard of the future - which are
expected to be much more stringent than the pre-
sent - will thereforeresult in extra weight penal-
ties due to impaired specific fuel consumptionand
thrust.

All these five "hard facts of life" are in-
evitable and bound to imply increasedstructural
weight (i.e. less payload/emptyweight than for
subsonics) and more complex designs (i.e.higher
cost/weight). In particular the wave drag (due
to the shock waves which also cause the sonic boom)
is a "law of nature". So far no one has put for-
ward a well-founded hope that the wave drag can
ever be reduced substantially. MORGAN, for
example states (26):

"The total wave drag term is large, and forms
the major obstacle to economicalsupersonic flight",
and observes that the resulting"Poor lift/drag
ratios are only tolerableat supersonicspeeds
because their adverse effect on range, direct operat-
ing costs - or any of the parametersdenoting
efficiency - may be counter-balancedby a very
marked increase in the propulsiveefficiencyof
jet engines as we sweep through the Mach Number
range between 1.0 and 3.0".

So far, however, such a counter-balancehas not
been achieved. The general consensus,expressed
for example by LOFTIN (27), seems to be that "flight
values of the lift-dragratio of the order of 10
appears to be possible with configurationswhich,
though perhaps not practical today, may be practi-
cal in the future".

In view of these observationsit seems to be a
research area of great importanceto make a general
study of the improvementin the propulsive
efficiency of SST engines, over the improvements
that can be expected to be made in the propulsive
efficiency of subsonicjets in the same time
period, in order to offset not only the poor
basic L/D of the SST but also the additional
penalties (again over the subsonics)that will
burden the SST, due to the factors (1), (3)
and (4) listed above with respect in particular
to structureweight. In such a study the following
"percentageequation" based on eq. (13) has to
be observed.

Wf W W
eng hull

Wc
+ k —E = 1 (22)

Wt Wt Wt

Weng = the major portion (the one varying with
the size of the aircraft) of the engine
weight

=  whull- WW
 ew eng

It follows from the foregoing that an SST for
economic viability must attain roughly the same
payload/gross-weightratio, Wp/Wt, as competing
subsonic jets (or, in fact, an even highe- ratio
in order to offset the higher cost/weightratio
of the SST which can hardly be compensatedby the
productivityratio, Ms/M, and other factors that
might be favourable to the SST). Let us
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furthermoreassume the same values for Wc/W and k
for SSTs and subsonics. Consideringalso that the
high fuel consumptionof SSTs has hitherto been the
greatest obstacle for attaininga good payload the
issue at stake is elucidatedby the followingself-
explanatoryapproximatecondition:

(a)

Wff,
‘Wtisubs (Wt)s (-fl)s (126.)sbs

	

t u

whull,hull\

Wt is - Wt 'subs

(b)

We can thus draw the importantconclusionthat
a necessary but probably not sufficientcondition
for economic SST operation is that the "super-
sonic" fuel consumptionmust be so low that the
relative fuel weight of an SST is so much smaller
than the relative fuel weight of contemporarysub-
sonic jets that the differenceequals the sum of
the difference (also in relation to improved
subsonic jets) in (a) the relativeengine weight
(caused, in part, by the likely requirementof
equally low engine noise) and (b) the relativehull
weight (caused in particularby the kinetic
heating of SSTs, their higher flight altitudesand
more complex design).

At the face of these observationsthe prospects
that a future SST project can ever comply with this
minimum condition appear to be very slim indeed.
The question is, however,worthy of a quantitative
study. Whereas the relative fuel weight, for a
certain range, is rather well-known for current
subsonics and can be estimated for future jets
withreasonableaccuracy, estimationof the rela-
tive fuel weight for SSTs - for any given or
assumed basic specific fuel consumption,e.g.
in cruise - is a much more complicatedmatter.
It is dependent in a complex way on the specific
fuelconsumptionand L/D throughout the whole
flight path. For the cruise segment the fuel
consumption can be estimatedon the basis of
Breguet's range formula and a similar approach
would have to be used for the subsonicand super-
sonic climb and descent segments,the high fuel
consumption in climbbeing particularlyimportant.

It seems fully possible to assess the relation-
ships between a "basic" specific fuel consumption
and L/D that are required for compliancewith eq.
(23) assuming realisticvalues for the relative
subsonic fuel weight and the differences (a) and
(b). Furthermore it is certainlypossible to
make a more general study - by applying eq. (22)
both forSST and subsonics but without assu-
mingequal payload ratios - for assessing overall
relationshipsbetween all the most significantpara-
meters governing the relative SST/subsoniceco-
nomics, in particularpayload/empty-weight,speci-
fic fuel consumption,Ms/M and resulting cost/
weight ratios.

Pending research of this kind, theonly way to
get further in judging the prospectsof improved
operation economics of a third generation SST is


analyze informationabout performanceof advanced
SST projects believedby their proposers to be
attainable. CORTRIGHT (25) indicatesas design
goals for an advanced SST ("apparentlybelieved
attainable during the 1980s) an "L/D near 10",
a payload/gross-weightratio of 0.1, a noise level
of 108 EPNdB and a range of 5000 nauticalmiles,
to be achievedby a Mach 2.7 to 3.0 aircraft with
a gross weight of 800,000 lbs. As

W /W
p 	 p t 

We 1 - W/W - Wf/W

pt t

and if we assume that this SST project would have
a relative fuel weight, Wf/Wt of from 50 to 55 7,
its payload/empty-weightratio would range from 25
to 29 Z. This might be comparedwith a subsonic
jet of the 1980s- whose payload/empty-weightratio
is improved over the current 747 by 20 %. If we
furthermoreconservativelydefine the payload of
the subsonicaircraft as the weight of merely a
full load of "effective"passengersthis ratio
would be 1.2 -545 -210/356,000= 0.385.

The relativepayload/empty-weightratio, xs/x,
would thus be from about 0.65 to 0.74. On the
assumption that the coefficientsK1 - K4 in eq.
(11) for (f l)req are roughly the same as indicat-
ed above the curves in Fig. 11 would apply. If we
furthermorebelieve that this Mach 2.7+ SST could
achieve a productivityratio of 1.5 its (f l)req
would fall between the heavy-drawmvertical lines
marked, assuming that the cost/empty-weightratio,
is/i, would be at least 4.
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Fig. 11. The Required SurchargeNumber for a
Mach 2.7+ SST project suggestedby CORTRIGHT

to will likely fall within the dark area if the
SST is to conformwith the 1985 airport-noise
design goal of 90 EPNdB, indicatedby C. for
subsonic jets.
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In the light of the foregoinganalyses regarding
second generationSSTs and consideringthe extreme
complexityand sophisticateddesign of a Mach 2.7+
SST with a high L/D (e.g.with "semi-integrated"
wing-body configurationsand lengthwisevarying
cross section of the fuselagewith a warped center
line) using also "exotic" composite,heat-resistant
materials, is/i will in all likelihoodbe consider-
ably higher than 4, perhaps 5 or 6. The Required
SurchargeNumber would thus fall somewherewithin
the hatched area between the two heavy lines in
Fig. 11. The whole of the area falls above
(f.1)reci= 2.

In envisaging this advanced SST project
CORTRIGHThas, however, assumed a noise level of
108 EPNdB, whereas he predicts that 90 EPNdB will
be attained by new large subsonicjets by 1985.
The modern trend is that what is achievableas
regards low airport noise should also be pre-
scribed in noise requirementsfor new aircraft.
One must therefore assume that SST projects
appearingat the end of the 1980s, or later,
will have to comply with a 90 EPNdB noise level.
The reason why CORTRIGHT has not set this noise
level as a goal for his SST project is probably
that he believes that such a quiet SST either is
impossibleto design or would suffer from un-
acceptableweight and fuel consumptionpenalties.

Whatever the reason,we can conclude from
CORTRIGHT'sprognosticationthat, if compliance
for SSTs with the 90 EPNdB level is achievable
at all, it will be very costly indeed in terms of
both reduced payload/weight(xs/x)and increased
cost/weight (is/i). It thereforeappears that the
Required SurchargeNumber for a third generation
noise-acceptableSST will likely fall within the
dark area in Fig. 11. This would yield an (f.1)req
anywhere from about 2.5 to about 3.

Conclusionsabout SST economics

The analyses above yield threemain conclusions:

Concorde cannot compete in the economy-class
market without enormous losses or subsidies. It
cannot either compete in the first-classmarket
without a great deficit in relation to the re-
quirementof equal return on investmentas for
competing subsonics. This applies for a purchase
price per aircraft,without spares,of the order
$35 m which, however, does not cover the R&D costs.
At a purchase price covering the R&D costs Concorde
would be still more uneconomic.

Provided that one does not base the judgments
on speculationsabout advances in supersonic
technologyfar beyond what is conceivabletoday,
it appears impossibleever to develop an SST which
- without great subsidiii—forcoveringconsiderable
portions of the development,manufacturingand/or
operation costs - could be economicallycompeti-
tive even in the first-classmarket. (Still less
could it compete in the economy-classmarket).

The second conclusionapplies even if boomr
alleviatingSST configurationswould lead to
abandoningall overland boom restrictions.Dis-
regarding that such an advancementseems impossi-
ble, and also that near-boomlessSST configurat-
ions would increase substantiallythe


purchase-price/weightratio and/or decrease the
payload/weightratio (thus increase the purchase-
price/payloadratio), the improvementin mileage
productivitythat could be achieved at full free-
dom to fly supersonicallyover land would be far
from sufficient to make the SST economically
viable.

Market Penetration


In view of these conclusionsit would seem wise
not only to terminatethe Concorde enterprise -
in order to avoid great losses that will increase
with number of Concordesbuilt and put into service
- but also to abandon the plans to develop Concorde
successorsor third generationSSTs until and un-
less analyses of the kind presented above, clearly
indicate that the level of the art permits the de-
sign of an SST that is economicallycompetitive in
the contemporary"subsonic-jetenvironment".

It must be feared, however, that such decisions
will not readily be made mainly because of the
vast investmentsin the Concorde already made and
because of the rather common belief in the aviation
community, and hence also on governmentallevels,
that it is possible to develop economicallyviable
SSTs in the future and that such developmentsthere-
fore should be undertakenconsideringalso alleged
social benefits with respect to employmentand the
like (see below). One must therefore count with
the possiblitiesthat Concordeswill be put into
service and second and/or third generation SSTs
will be developed and introducedlater on. The
great losses,or deficits, that will be incurred
might then come, more or less, as a surprise,but
will likely be covered, as long as possible,by
hidden subsidies,e.g. in the form of increased sub-
sonic fares for compensatingdeficits in SST operat-
ion. It seems thereforeimportant to make an
approximateassessmentof the likeiy or possible
encroachmentby SSTs on the subsonicmarket.

Operation, also of future SST projects, at fares
close to subsonic economy-classmarket would clear-
ly incur altogetherunacceptablelosses. About
first-classfares will thereforeprobably be applied
in SST operation,at least to begin with. It must
then in the first place be observed that the first-
class market is quite a small fraction, some 10
percent, of the total scheduledmarket. A second
limitationof the availablemarket is caused by the
fact that the time gains by SSTs are normally point-
less on distances below about 2000 miles. A third
limitationis that the overland boom restrictions,
that in all likelihoodwill be applied also for
future SST projects,will drastically reduce the
number of feasible supersonicroutes.

Furthermore,and most important,the SSTs will
only be able to take over a portion of the resulting
small potential market. The magnitude of this
portion can hardly be accuratelyassessed, but it
follows from Chapter II that at about equal (first-
class) fares the SST/subsonicpreference split can,
on the average, hardly be better than 50/50 because
of the marginal net benefit to the passengersof
flying the SST, in particularon oversea routes
crossing 5 or more one-hour time zones. The aver-
age preference split will be further reduced because
of another factor, not mentioned in Chapter II:
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Overland sonic-boom restrictions will often ne-
cessitate considerabledetours around mainland
areas and inhabited islandswhich will increase
SST flight times and thus reduce the time gains.

It has been alleged (1) that some businessmenwho
fly subsonic today might prefer SSTs even at first-
class fares because "historicallypeople are
willing to pay extra for higher speeds". Honestly
I think that such an extrapolationfrom the piston-
to-jet advance is entirelyunsupported. It is true
thst a moderate surchargewas applied for a limited
time on jet fares partly in order to protect fully
serviceablebut not yet amortizedpiston aircraft.
The decisively importantdifferencecompared to the
SST/subsonicjet situationis, however, that where-
as the benefits to the passengersof flying jets in-
stead of pistons were tremendousand could well
justify even a considerablesurcharge,the benefits
of the SST over the subsonic is at best moderate.
It therefore appears that the portion of economy-
class passengers that would pay first-classfares
will be almost negligible.

It follows that current and future SST projects
can at best take over half of the, rather small,
potential market, (long-haul,first-classand main-
ly oversea), provided that economic considerations
are to govern the fare setting. One cannot be sure,
however, that this provisowill apply in the long
run. The required number cf SSTs will be so small
- resulting in great losses also in production,
even if the R&D costs are written off - that the
whole concept of civil supersonicaviationwould
appear to be a failure. The billions of dollars
that have already been spent on the Concorde and
other SST developmentsand the furtherbillions of
dollars that developmentof new generationSSTs
would require, and also the politicalprestige that
has gone into the various enterpriseswill, however,
make the SST sponsorsvery reluctant to admit a
failure of the SST concept.

In other words, the sheer inertia of the billion-
dollar spending might well override normal airline
economy considerations. Thus the motto may well be:
"As we have already entered the SupersonicAge,
wisely or not, we have to see it through, if not by
Concorde so by second or third generationSSTs".
And the consequentialambition- although not
spelled out - will logicallybe to generate,litter-
ally at any cost, a great appeal and demand for su-
?ersonic travel.

A great demand for SST servicescan, however,
only be attained by considerableenchroachmenton
the economy-classmarket, and for achieving this it
is necessary to apply about economy-classfares.
By doing this the operation losseswill greatly
escalate but the goal, a large SST market, might
well be reached.

To sum up, in the event that SSTs, in particular
Concorde successors,are developed and introduced
at all, strong economic reasons speak for applying
about first-class fares, implyinga very small SST
market. For mainly politicalreasons the SST fares
might, however, be set so low that the total fleet
of SSTs becomes quite large.

In this context it may be observed that Boeing
(8, 28) founded its estimatesof the SST market on
the presumption of economy-classfares (yieldinga
demand for over 500 298-seatUS SSTs), that ZIEGLER,

Chairman, SNIAS (6), foreseesa demand for over
900 Concordesby 1989 (if there are second gene-
ration SSTs)and that EDWARDS (29) foresees "1500
Concorde and Concorde develqpmentaircraft to be
in service by the end of the century".

It follows that, in spite of the inevitablegreat
losses that will be incurredby SST operationat
about econamy-classfares, the assessmentof the
environmentaleffects should be based on the
assumptionof a total SST market penetration
correspondingto the order of 1000 to 2000 SSTs,
includingUSSR aircraft.

IV. Social Aspects


Cost/Benefitof the SST, DisregardingSocial Costs


Let us now apply the modern cost/benefitconcept
for judging the justificationof major technological
enterprises. It stands to reason that in the field
of aviation the cost/benefitratio has continously
decreased in the past; in particularthe piston-
to-jet transitionimplied reduced transportation
costs and greatly increasedbenefits in the form of
really importanttime savings and much smoother
flights.

This trend would, however,be drasticallychanged
by SSTs, even if one disregards their social "dis-
economics": Firstly, the SST transportationcost
per passengermile is much higher than for subsonics.
Secondly, and even more important,the real benefit
to (or need for) passengersto fly at supersonic
speed can at best be consideredmoderate and will,
in the opinionsof many, be marginal, i.e. approach
zero. The denominatorbeing quite small the cost/be-
nefit ratio for the SST would clearlybe extraordi-
narily high.

In a world of limitedresourcesand great poverty
this fact would appear sufficientfor abandoning the
plans on supersonictravel,and thus there would be
no need to investigatethe social aspects of the SST,
be they positive or negative. But the ambitions to
launch large-scalesupersonicaviationprevail
almost intact. It is thereforenecessary to con-
sider also the social implicationsof the SST. For
the purpose of this paper, i.e. to see the SST in a
total and global perspective,itis sufficient,how-
ever, to make a rather brief survey of the social
effects.

Social Aspects Alleged in Favour of the SST

We may define here the social aspects as all
factors, significantfor the justificationof the
SST, other than operationeconomics includingde-
mand (the demand for SST being related to the need
as pointed out in Ch. II).

The main "social"argumentsput forward for the
Concorde and for the (abandoned)US SST are employ-
ment, preventing loss of investmentsmade (or pro-
fits in production),improvedbalance of payment,
technical "spin-offs",aeronauticalleadershipand
national prestige. The four first of these argu-
ments have economic implications.
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Employment. Developmentand manufactureof SSTs
require very considerablenumbers of scientists,
engineers and workmen. This would be an important
argument for SST production if such aircraftwere
greatly needed and economic in use. If this is not
the case, however, the employmentaspect appears
to be invalid; most economistswould agree that
productionof goods the use of which would be an
economicburden to taxpayersand/or the users is
not a sound way to fight unemployment.

Preventing loss of investmentsmade and/or 
profits in production. These rwo arguments,
which are closely related, have been strongly
advocated in favour of SST production,in
particularof continuingproductionof Concorde
(andbefore also of the US SST). Both argumentscan,
however,be questioned. It has been officially
declared that most or all of the R&D costs that
have gone into the Concorde Project (about 650
million pounds) cannot be recovered. With respect,
for example to Concorde, there is also reason to
doubt that, even if the R&D costs are written off,
the price that airlineswould be willing to pay
for "sea-limited"SSTs could yield a normal profit
to the SSTmanufacturersover the productioncost
per aircraft at the limited number of "boomr
restricted"SSTs that can be expected to be sold.
(30)

Improvedbalance of payments. This argumentwas
the subject of intense debate with respect to the
US SST project. The general consensusamong leading
economists in the U.S. was that the net effect of
an SST enterpriseon the balance of payments- con-
sideringalso outflow of money due to the alleged
increase in travels abrcad - would be small even
if, as wfs assumed, the SSTs could be sold at a
profit. 01) I will not venture an opinion on this
subject except that, if SSTs can only be sold abroad
at a loss (taking also the R&D costs into account)
then such sales appear to be a dubiousmethod of
strengtheningthe economy of a country, including
the balance of payments aspect.

Technical "spin-offs". A certain amount of
by-products in the form of new knowledge,usable
in other fields, does normally result from any
major technologicaleffort. It appears,however,
that the value of "spin-offs"can be regardedas an
argument for an enterpriseonly if this is pro-
fitable or otherwise desirable on its own merits.

Aeronautical leadership. The justificationof
this argument, too, depends upon the need and
economic viability of an SST enterprise. Surely,
if the SST is bound to be an economic failure it
would be better to ascertain leadershipby more
sound and importantaeronauticaldevelopments,
e.g. in the V/STOL, noise-alleviationand safety
areas.

National prestige. It seems that the prestige
that could lie in "showing the flag" on faster-
than-soundaircraft is no longer advocatedas a
strong argument for the SST. By contrast,however,
the loss in national prestige that might lie in
terminationof, say, the Concorde enterprise- to
which so much pride, hope and enthusiasmhas been
attached and on which so much money and efforts
have been spent - appears to be felt by the sponsors
as a very strong argument "to see it through",as
was indicatedabove.

Overall judgment. As indicated in these brief
observationsthere is room for considerabledif-
ferences in opinion about the justificationand
strength of all these (social)pro-SST arguments.
But whatever strength is attached to these aspects
there can be no denying firstly that they have 
nothing to do with the main purpose of aviation,
which is to provide safe, cheap and reasonably
rapid transportation,and, secondly that they are all 
of a national character,promoting (at best) the in-
terests of a few nations. Commercialaviation is,
however, fundamentallyof internationalscope and
aim, serving the whole mankind. National arguments
are thereforehardly a relevant aspect for judging
the justificationof internationalsupersonicavi-
ation.

Social Disadvantagesand Hazards of the SST 

a. Sonic Boom Over Land


As of August 1972 ten ICAO Member States -
Canada, Denmark, Ireland,Japan, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,the U.S. and West
Germany - have imposed restrictionsoncivil super-
sonic flights, or plan to do so in the near future.
The restrictionsof Denmark, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerlandare in the form of laws that prohibit
supersonicoverflight,and the same will probably
apply to Japan. In the U.S. a regulation is about
to be promulgatedwhich prohibits overflight of
SSTs generatinga sonic boom "which will touch the
surface in the United States" including the terri-
torialwaters. This is equivalent to prohibition
of civil supersonicflight at speeds above about Mach
1.15, thus at speeds commonly called supersonic.
Also the "conditional"restrictionsof the remaining
four States are de facto equivalent to prohibition
of supersonicoverflightbecause they stipulate that
the boom must not cause damage to health which SST
booms are certain to do (see below).

Furthermore, the Governmentof the United Kingdom
has declared that in its view "commercialsupersonic
flights which could cause a boom to be heard on the
ground should be banned". (32)

The Council of Europe "urges" in its Resolution
512 (1972) "on repercussionsof supersonic civil
flights on human and natural environment" that

"civil flights at supersonicspeeds over land
should be banned",

and makes the following statement in its Resolution
511 (1972) "on the economic implicationsof the in-
troductionof civil supersonicaircraft"

"Recallingwith approval that it is now commonly
accepted at both governmentaland professional
level that supersonic flightswill not be per-
mitted over inhabited land".

This recognitionwas based on the Explanatory
Memorandum 00) to the Council's Economic Committee
which in turn was based on the deliberati,,nsof a
Round Table organised "to discuss the Concorde
Project" with representativesof the Aérospatiale/BAC
Consortium and led by General Ziegler, Chairman and
Managing Director of Agrospatiale. The Memorandum
states twice

"that nobody (includingthe Consortium construc-
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ring Concorde) envisaged the operationof the would roughly be up to 4 times greater than the
aircraft at supersonicspeeds over inhabited approximate thresholdlevelfor beginning startle
land areas". effects and structuraldamage.

These assertionsof early 1972 seem very reassu-
ring indeed but they appear to have been already
negated: BOAC has made it known that they plan to
fly Concorde at supersonicspeed across the USSR and
to apply for permissions to erect "supersoniccorri-
dors" over sparsely populatedportions of many
countries,e.g. Canada and in Africa and Central
America, and on the planned route to Sydney (18, 33),

see Fig. 12. In view of this it seems prudent to
discuss briefly whether or not it would be morally
defendable to subject people of any country,more
or less sparsely populated,todisturbancesand
hazardsx deemed unacceptable(and thereforebanned)
to the people of those 10 to 11 States which have
studied the effects of SST sonic booms particularly
thoroughly.
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Fig. 12. Concorde routes as indicatedby BOAC.

Understandably,in a way, the public interest in,
and the research on, various effects of the SST
sonic boom have until recentlybeen focussedon the
more spectaculareffects of the boom, such as window
breakage, house rattles, possibledamage to churches
and historicalmonuments and severe startle - possi-
bly with disastrous results- to people and animals.
I will not review here the mass of litteratureon
boom effects of this kind that has been written by
a great many authors, e.g. (35-40).

May it suffice to state that there
is abundant proof that startle effects, house
rattle, window breakage, or the like, begin at
:-ominal,or calculated,boom overpressureof ti:e
order 0.7 to 1.0 psf, the inevitableatmospheric
and/or topographicmagnificationsbeing the reason
why such effects result from so low nominal boom
intensities.

This overall result renders,of course, the boom
of current and hitherto planned (e.g. the Boeing
2707) SST projects entirelyunacceptable: As Fig.
13 (based on 01) and (42)) shows the nominal boom
of such SSTs ranges from about 2 psf in cruise up
to 2.5 to 4 psf in climb, after the "horseshoe",
or "crescent", area, and up to some 6 to 15 psf in
this area.(42) So, even if one could disregard the
intense crescent boom, the SST boom in the first
half of the vast climb carpet (over 4000 sq miles)

This issue has recently been studied by ADAMS and
HAIGH.(34)
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Fig. 13. Ranges of SST boom overpressuresalong
the flight path.

Even worse, however, the crescentboom, see
Fig. 14, cannot be disregarded. As I have poince4
out in my aissenting Statement,published in (401,
to the Report of the ICAO Sonic Boom Panel and also

Fig. 14. Schematic illustrationof the generation of
the "crescent",or "horseshoe",boom.
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in (43) and (44), to place the exceedinglyfrighte-
ning and potentiallydestructivecrescentboom so
that it with certaintydoes not hit people and
buildings, is an unsolved and seeminglyinsoluble
problem.

Strangely enough, practicallyall attentionas
regards the acceptabilityof the SST boom has been
focussedon the intensity of the SST cruise boom.
But even the cruise boom is some 2 to 3 times
stronger than the threshold level for beginning
startle effects and structuraldamage. This fact
appears, in most cases, to be the main reason (and
surely a sufficientone as has been clearly proved
by the Concorde test flights over the west coast of
the U.K. (45)) for the boom restrictions,imposed
or intended,by the 10 to 11 States mentioned above.

The extensivelyapplied policy of judging the
acceptabilityof the SST boom mainly on comparison
of the cruise boom intensitywith the threshold
intensityfor startle and structuraldamage is,
however,most deplorable for two reasons: In the
first place the discrepancybetween the two in-
tensity levelsmight to SST sponsors not seem to
be so great that it unquestionablyoutrules super-
sonic flight over sparsely populated areas, implying
that they could hope that such operationwould be
acceptableto some countries locatedon planned
SST routes. Secondly, this policy has given rise
to a rather common belief that, ifthe nominal
cruise boom of future SST projects could be reduced
to about 0.6 psf, the effects of SST booms over
land would probably be acceptable. This belief,
maintained,for example by FERRI (46, 47), is
apparentlythe very basis for the extensivecurrent
research programmes aiming at boom-alleviatingSST
configurations.

Both these hopes, or beliefs, are unfounded.
The crescent and climb booms must, of course, be
considered,and, even more important,it is not the
more spectaculareffects, such as window breakage
and startle of people awake, that determine the
limit for the acceptableboom iptensity. As has
been emphasizedsince 1961 (2-5j the acceptability
limit is set by the "Sleep DisturbanceCriterion"
which is much more critical, i.e. yields a much
lower acceptableboom intensity,than does a require-
ment that the SST must not cause window breakage,
or the like. The Sleep DisturbanceC4terion is
suggested to be defined as follows (40/

"Because of the exceptionalvastness of the SST
sonic buom carpets - making it virtually im-
possible to escape - the acceptablenominal SST
boom must be so weak that it, takingdue account
to atmosphericand topographicmagnifications,
does not usually awake those people who are in
the greatest need of undisturbedsleep, in par-
ticular the sick and old, and people with
sleepingdifficulties".

This condition is, in fact, a self-evident
consequenceof accepted humanitarianconsiderations
in civilized countries for suffering citizens.
Since this criterionwas recognifsdat the OECD Con-
ference on Sonic Boom Research (''' it is beginning
to become more generally accepted. A most important,
also self-evident,consequenceof the criterion is
that sonic booms, which are so weak that they do
not usually awake light sleepers, or the like,
cannot possibly cause appreciableor harmful
startle to people awake in daytime, nor noticeable

damage to structuresor serious harm to animals.

As regards the value of the acceptablenominal
boom as determined by this Criterion there is now
clear evidence that the limit in all likelihood
falls below 0.4 psf. Only one such evidencewill
be mentioned here, namely the Gallup polls in connec-
tion with the extensive daytime boom tests over
Oklahoma City in 1964. Fig. 15 shows that very
high proportionsof the daytime sleeperswere
awakened by booms of about 1.0 psf, and the trend
of the curve for sleep interruptionindicates that
some 10 to 15 percent of people asleep would be
awakened by booms of the order 0.2 to 0.3 psf. As
most people belonging to the Critical Group obvious-
ly (almost by definition)are to be found in the law
percentage portion of sleep-interruptioncurves
booms of this strengthwill awake a considerable
proportion of such people.

RANGE OF NOMINAL SS T BOOMS

0 0.5 1 LS 2 2.5 3 35

PSE CRUISE

CLIMB

Fig. 15. Percentage- scale to the right - of Okla-
homians polled who reported sleep interruption
caused by 8 daytime booms per day and serious annoy-
ance due to such disturbance. If the number of day-
time sleepers is assumed to 25 7, the percentage of
daytime sleepers who were awakened is to be read on
the scale to the left. (The black dot represents
roughly some recent Swedish tests.)

It is, of course, difficult to determine, and
obtain general agreement on, an exact limit for the
acceptable nominal boom intensity, but nc-..is it
necessary: Even if the acceptable limit is set as
relativelyhigh as 0.4 psf, the SST climb 5oom wcult
be some 7 to 10 times and the cruise boom about 5 
times too stronf for compliancewith the Sleep Dis-
turbanceCriterion.

Considering the self-evidentfact that the suffe-
rings from sleep disturbanceby people belonging to
the Critical Group rapidly increasewith boom
strength, it would clearly be ruthless to subject
any inhabited land (or island),however sparsely
populated, to SST booms of current levels. In every
community, also in sparsely populated countries,
there are sick and old people, and people with
sleeping difficulties.

In view of all this it seems imperative

(a) that all countries of the world as soon as
possible ensure themselvesprotection against
SST sonic booms by prohibitingcivil supersonic
overflights,and
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(b) that,until this has been realized,SST operating
airlines conform with the assertionof the Con-
corde Consortium to the Council of Europe that
"operation of the aircraftof supersonicspeeds
over inhabited land areas"will not take place.

b. Sonic Boom Over Sea

As I have dealt extensivelywith this topic in
the past (38-40, 43, 44) only a brief summary will
be made of the most importantobservations.

As is well-known the Concordemanufacturersand
sponsors take for granted that the sonic boom will
cause no appreciabledisturbanceor hazard to
people at sea, the alleged proof for this being
that there has so far been no reported complaints
from boats that have been overflown at supersonic
speed by military aircraft or by the Concordepro-
totypes. By contrast I have persistentlymain-
tained that SST booms, which in the vast climb
carpets are some 5 to 10 times too severe (disre-
garding the crescentboom) for being acceptableover
land, in all likelihoodwill often cause consider-
able disturbance and fright to people on boats, in
particular in calm weather.

The figures 16-18, reprintedfrom (43), indicate
the approximate coverageof the coastalwaters of
the North Atlantic by SST climb boom carpets.

The waters southeastof New York constitutethe
most "critical area" on the globe because they, for
any given total fleet of SSTs, will be subjected to a


far greater number of supersonicclimb-outsthan
could conceivablyoccur anywhereelse, and also
because the boat traffic in thesewaters is rela-
tively dense.

The allegationthat the absence of complaints
from boats is sufficientproof of the harmlessness
of the booms must be objectedboth on statistical
grounds - large-scaleSST operationwill cause a
much higher daily frequencyof occurrenceswhere
boats are struck by booms than has ever occurred
up to now - and because the SST climb and crescent
booms are much stronger than most of the booms that
so far have been imposedon boats. In particular
with respect to the intense crescentbooms it must
be observed that, whereas the probabilitythat the
rather thin crescent (some 200 ft) would have hit
boats in the supersonicoversee flights so far con-
ducted has been quite small, the risk that ST
crescent booms - produced, for example,with a fre-
quency of many dozens per day (on the "critical"
waters off New York) - will hit boats is so high
that such events can be expected to occur many times
per year, perhaps per month.

This conclusionapplies,of course, only if ade-
quate measures are not taken to warn ships not to
enter the crescent-boomrisk zones whiq,vill have
a minimum extensionof some 1100 km2. To do
this, however, appears to be very difficult and
expensive.

An indicationabout the unlikelihoodthat SST
booms will be acceptableto people at sea was pro-
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Fig. 16 and 17. Approximate locationsof SST boom
carpets west of Europe and east of U.S. assuming
prohibitionof supersonic flight over land. The
hatched areas indicate the vast climb carpetswith
nominal overpressuresof 2.5 to 4.0 psf, see Fig. 13
The intense crescentbooms (Fig. 14) occur in the
beginning of each climb carpet.
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vided by the boom tests carried out by the Swedish
Air Force over the Baltic in 1969. The purpose of
the tests was to find out whether or not the current
lowest permissible supersonic flight altitude over
sea of 5000 m could be appreciably reduced without
creating undue disturbance and hazards to people at
sea due to the boom. As a result of the tests the
Air Force decided that this altitude limit, which
for the military aircraft in question yields a no-
minal overpressure of about 2.7 psf, should not be
lowered, it being maintained that booms exceeding
this level could be too frightening to passengers
and crew members on boat decks. The level 2.7 psf
is to be compared with the nominal SST boom inten-
sity of up to 4 psf in the climb boom carpets and
6 to 15 psf in the crescents.

Fig. 18. Possible locations of crescent boom risk
zones off New York. The vast light zone illustrates
the area within which the crescents would fall if
transonic speed is applied as soon as possftle.
The dark areas, of about 1100 km2, are the risk zc-
nes within which most crescents would likely fall
if efforts are made to locate them within an as
small area as possible; some crescents will inevi-
tably fall outside the risk zones. (57)

These observations should be sufficient to show
that there is an urgent need for boom tests, and
other research, in order to assess the SST boom
intensities and daily frequencies that can be deemed
acceptable to people at sea for various kinds of
boats and weather conditions, etc. Such tests have
been recommended by the Nordic Council in a Resolu-
tion of early 1971, and also in the Memorandum that
supported the Resolution 512 (1972) of the Council
of Europe, from which may be quoted

"Sonic boom effects upon man at sea are still re-
latively unknown. As boor effects on man at sea
is still a matter on w!-.i:hdiverging views exist

it seems necessary to conduct adequate boom tests
on boats of various kinds, in order to find out
the acceptable maximum limit of the civil super-
sonic boom over sea."

Needless to say it appears to be in the best
interest also of SST sponsors and operating airlines
that such tests - which should, of course, be made
in co-operation with representatives of various cate-
gories of people at sea - be carried out without
further delay in order not to risk unexpected severe
opposition against SST booms over sea at a later
stage.

Airport Noise


The take-off and landing noise of the first
version of Concorde will far exceed current inter-
national standards (106 EPNdB for aircraft of Con-
corde-s weight) and still more exceed the noise
levels of the latest wide-bodied jets, DC-10 and
L-1011. As was also pointed out above, it is in-
herently much more difficult to achieve the same
low future noise levels (of the order 90-95 EPNdB)
that are achievable with future large subsonics
which levels will be guiding for future standards.
Most likely, however, these difficulties will not
be taken as a justification for exempting SSTs from
contemporary future noise standards for subsonics.
Moderately higher noise levels of SSTs could possibly
be defendable if it could be asserted that supersonic
travel is much more important and more economic than
subsonic transportation, but the opposite applies.

In view of this it seems highly desirable that an
international agreement be reached that SSTs shouli
comply with the noise standards for contemporary rew
subsonic jets. If such an agreement is not realized
and SSTs do produce appreciably more noise at air-
ports than the subsonic standards permit,this would
weigh heavily against the SST as regards social
acceptability.

Effects on Climate

As a result mainly of recent reports by JOHNSTOl:,
e.g. (49), there has been much concern lately about
the possibility of serious depletion of the ozone
shield by exhaust emission of SSTs in the stratos-
phere. The ozone shield protects the earth from
dangerous ultra-violet radiaticn. After thorough
discussion of this possible danger the Symposium
on Inadvertent Climate Modification held in Stockholm.
in 1971 (as a preparation for the UN Conference on
the Human Environment) stated (50)

"We consider that answers of these questions
(regarding ozone depletion) should be produced
before large-scale aircraft operation in the
stratosphere becomes commonplace, and we believe
that solutions might be produced by concentrated
research."

Recent work by CRUTZEN (51. 52), a leadirg expert in
this field, support this recommendation. Research
programmes with the indicated aim have already been
initiated.

Ionizing Cosmic Radiation


In a recent Memorandum (53) written upon consul-
tation with Professor Bo Lindell, Director of the
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Swedish National Instituteof RadiationProtection,x
I made the followingmain observations:

(1) The InternationalCommissionof Radiobiological
Protection, ICRP, concludedin 1966 that the radi-
ation at SST altitudeswould be within permissible
limits only if exposure to major solar flares can 
be avoided. (54)

opinion, however, this is not enough for ensuring the
same very high safety level as that of commercial sub-
sonic pircraft. On the basis of extensivestudies
(4. 56) I have concluded that SSTs will inevitably
be less safe, both with respect to the aircraft it-
self and its operation,than contemporarysubsonics.
Briefly, the main reasons for my convictionare

(1) The imcomparablygreater complexityof the SST.
Accordipg to the AirworthinessStandardsfor

Concorde (55) solar flares will, however, not be
avoided: In such events the aircraftwill reduce
altitude only if the radiationdose rate, according
to the radiometer,amounts to the rather high "Ac-
tion Level" of 100 millirem per hour, and then it
will only dive as much as is necessary for preven-
ting the dose rate from exceeding this level.

The SST occupantscould thus receiveup to 200
mrem in a 2-hour supersonicflight. Such a dose and
possibly even smaller ones, e.g. 20 mrem, can con-
ceivably cause foetal damage, such as malformation, (4) The severe aerodynamicheating (and subsequent
or childhood leukaemia. cooling) of the structures,and some of the systems,

of the SST at each supersonicflightwhich is bound
In spite of the law frequency (probability) to imply increasedrisks of unpredictablefailures

of solar flares producing 20 to 100 mrem per hour fe- due to creep,distortionsand metal fatigue. These
male air passenger of child-bearingage might prefer risks cannot be eliminatedby only one full-scale
flying at subsonic heightswhere the risks due to fatigue test because the heat/loadhistory in real
solar flares are negligible, operationwill always differ from the heat/load sche-

dules applied in the test.

The simultaneousintroductionof an unpreceden-
ted multitude of radicallynew design features; sub-
sonic developmentsare characterizedby few and
usually "small-step"design noveltiesfor each new
model.

The supersonicspeed as such which, inter alia,
increases the risks of collisionwith unforeseen
"weather",e.g. hail, jet streams and cumulonimbus
clouds which could contain destructiveturbulence.

In its aforementionedResolution512 the Council
of Europe invited ICRP to study the SST cosmic radi-
ation problem. This was done in a Statementof
April 5, 1972, from which may be quoted

"The Commission recognizesthat the latter radi-
ation (from solar flares)may on rare occasions
increase in intensityso rapidly that early plan-
ning will not suffice as a measure of keeping
exposures to an appropriatelylow level. The
only way of avoidinghigh exposureswould then
be to descent to lower altitudes. In the excep-
tional situationswhen this is necessary,radi-
ation risks would have to be weighed against any
hazards related to the remedial action".

This recommendation,however, does not solve the
problem at issue. The risk connectedwith "the
remedial action", i.e. un-plannedsimultaneous
diving by perhaps a great number of SSTs to a lower
altitude (where there might be dense subsonic traf-
fic) is one that many SST pilots are likely to con-
sider greater than the statisticallysmall combined
risk that some SST occupantsare pregnant and that
their foetus could be harmed.

It follaws that, at the present level of the art
and planned measures for avoiding solar flare radi-
ation, female passengerscannot be certain that they
will not be subjected to unadvisablyhigh radiation
doses. Thus there is a need for further research in
this area before SSTs are put into service.

f. Flight Safety

The Concorde and TU-144 are undoutbtedlythe
most thoroughly tested aircraft ever built. In
particular the full-scalefatigue tests with rea-
listic heat/load cycles are most impressing. In my

x
Dr Lindell is Vice Chairman of ICRP and Chairman
ot its Committee on External Radiation.

Over and above the safety aspect as such, the SST
buyers will get no proof about the safe fatigue life
of the structuresuntil many years after the purchases
because of the exceptionallylong times required for
fatigue testingwhen a heating cycle - which should
be of nearly the same duration as in actual flight -
must be applied for each simulatedflight.

V. Conclusions


The transitionfrom piston aircraft to subsonic
jets impliedsubstantiallyreduced operation costs
and greatly increasedbenefits in the form of really
important time savings and much smoother and less
tiring flights. The cost/benefitrelationship
reached a lower level than ever before.

By contrast,for the first time in history a
further big increasein speed - by introducingSSTs
- is neither greatly needed nor would it bring about
reduced operationcosts or fares. The seat-mile
costs of current SST models, as well as of improved
SST projects conceivablein the future, are, in
fact, so high that the operationwould be grossly
uneconomic,even if subsonic first-class(or higher)
fares are applied,and even if no overland restric-
tions are imposeddue to the sonic boom. And at
such fares SSTs can take over at most half of the
long-haul first-classmarkets and an even smaller
proportion of the medium-haulfirst-classmarkets,
the portion of the economy-classmarkets that can
be encroachedupon by SSTs at first-classfares being
negligible.

Moreover, the SST market penetrationwill be
further reducedbecause there seem to be no pros-
pects that the SST sonic boom can be decreased to
such a very low level that it would be acceptable
to people on land, consideringthe self-evident,
decisively significantcondition that those people
who are in the greatestneed of undisturbedsleep -
the sick and old and those who suffer from sleeping
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difficulties- must not often be awakenedby the
boom at night or if asleep in daytime.

Thus, and again for the first time in history, a
new type of aircraft, the SST, would not be permit-
ted to fly over inhabited land at the speed it is
designed for. This exceptionaldrawbackwould from
the outset make the SST a cripple among civil air-
craft.

Lundberg, B. Should SupersonicAirliners be
Permitted? New ScientistVol 9, 1961.

Lundberg, B. Some Special Problems Connected
with SupersonicTransport. Prep for the TATA
Conf on SupersonicAir Transport in Montreal,
April, 1961. Publ in Proceedingsand as FFA
Memo PE-11.

Lundberg, B. Speed and Safety in Civil Aviation.
The operation costs being very high, the extent The Third Daniel and Florence GuggenheimMemorial

to which air passengerswill fly the SST being Lecture. Pres at the Int Congress of the Aeron
quite small and the benefit to thosewho can afford Sciences in Stockholm,Aug, 1962. Publ in Pro-
to use it being at best moderate, the cost/benefit ceedings and as FFA Reports 94, 95 and 96.
relationshipfor SST enterpriseswould be exceeding-
ly high. In a world of limited resourcesand great 5. Lundberg, B. Pros and Cons of Supersonic
poverty this fact alone, thus disregardingsocial Aviation in Relation to Gains or Losses in the
"diseconomics",appears to be a sufficientreason Combined Time/ComfortConsideration. Pres
for abandoningplans on civil supersonicflight, Feb, 1964 at the Bristol Branch of RAeS.
until and unless SSTs can be built which have J RAeS Vol 68 No 645, Sept, 1964.
roughly the same operating costs as subsonicjets
so that they could operate economicallyat economy- 6. Ziegler, H. The Major DevelopmentTrends in Air
class fares. Transport and European Co-operatiori.Lecture to

Cranwell Branch of RAeS April 9, 1970. J RAeS
The issue at stake would seem simple enough if Vol 75, Maj, 1971.

the commitmentsto introduce two SST models, the
TU-144 and Concorde, had not come to the present 7. The Financial Times, June 14, 1972.
advanced stage. In particularwith respect to
Concorde the facts that roughly two billion dollars 8. Swihart, J.M. (BoeingCo), Our SST and its
have already been invested, that series production Economics. Astron and Aeron, April, 1970.
of 22 aircraft (in addition to bwo pre-production
aircraft) is in full swing and that,when this is 9. Hughes, L.M. How PassengersWould Outfit the
written, BOAC and Air France have ordered five Con- 747. Marketing, May, 1967.
cordes each, might appear as an unsurmountableob-
stacle for abandoning the projects. 10. De Grauw. ExplanatoryMemorandum to Resolution

511 (1972), of the Council of Europe (on the
These commitmentscannot, however,be taken as economic implicationsof introductionof SSTs).

a justificationfor exposing, or an international
level, the public to serious pcilutionsand hazards. 11. Krzyczkowski,S. IATA Requirementsfor the
Still less should the commitmentsbe acceptedas an SupersonicAirliner, InteraviaVol 17 No 9,
incontrovertibleevidence that mankind has already Sept, 1962.
irrevocablyentered the "supersonicage".

It should follow from the observationsmade in
this paper that minimum internationalrequirements
for introductionof SST ought to be

that they are forbidden to fly supersonically
over inhabited land,

that they comply with airport noise standards
for contemporarysubsonic aircraft,and

that it has been proved that no adverse
effects result from sonic booms over sea,
cosmic radiationor exhaust emission in the
stratosphere.

In conclusion,the course that will be followed
with respect to introductionof the Concorde and
TU-144 into internationalservice,and as regards
further developmentsof and plans on introducing
new-generationSSTs, will be of great significance
not only for civil aviation but also as an example
of the ability of Man to steer technologywhen
there is a conflictbetween alleged economic ad-
vantages and detrimentalsocial effects.
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Corrigendum: In the paragraph preceeding eq. (12),
page 9, the reference should he No. 'a8instead of
No. 24.
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